OVERALL CONCLUSIONS:  DID YEDPA ACHIEVE ITS GOALS?
The YEDPA legislation had four major objectives that broadly lefined its scope;  (1) to address the immediate employment needs of 'ouths through Job creation effortsj (2) to conduct research and lemonstration äs a means of identifying methods of dealing with the structural employment Problems of youths; (3) to involve other igencies, nationally and locally, in the planning and delivery of youth jmployment Services äs a means of exploring the effectiveness of ilternative Service delivery mechanisms; and (4) to increase Kooperation between the schools and the employment and training System is a means of addressing the problems of disadvantaged youths. We ?resent here our conclusions on the extent to which these objectives ere met.
Job Creation
A key objective of YEDPA, the one on which the most funds were pent, was providing young people with Jobs.  In response to high youth nemployment in the 1970s r federal outlays for youths in the first year >f YEDPA doubled what they had been, and in its course YEDPA served ver 6 million youths.  Previous efforts at large-scale Jobs programs SYEP and Public Service Employment) were widely criticized for their oor administration and poor Job quality (U.S. General Accounting •ffice, 1979). Evaluations of massive Jobs programs under YEDPA (SYEP nd entitlement) showed major improvements in Job supervision and Job ;uality. There is evidence not only that very large numbers of Jobs ere provided to youths under YEDPA, but also that the quality of the obs was more than "make-work."
CONCLUSION; A major achievement of YEDPA was that it succeeded in providing large numbers of disadvantaged youths with Jobs that were more than make-work. YEDPA demonstrated the capacity of the employment and training System to mount and run large-scale Jobs programs for young people.
Research and Demonstration
Although the employment and training System under YEDPA was able to >emonstrate its capacity for Implementation and Operation of large-;cale programs, it was hampered in its response to its second major ibjective—conducting research and demonstration aimed at solving the itructural employment Problems of youths.  Our review suggests that the .nstitutional capacity for research and demonstration was insufficient :o the objectives of YEDPA knowledge development. The knowledge

